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Thermomechanical properties of monolayer graphene with thermal fluctuation are studied
by both statistical mechanics analysis and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. While the
statistical mechanics analysis in the present study is limited by a harmonic approximation,
significant anharmonic effects are revealed by MD simulations. The amplitude of out-of-
plane thermal fluctuation is calculated for graphene membranes under both zero stress and
zero strain conditions. It is found that the fluctuation amplitude follows a power-law scaling
with respect to the linear dimension of the membrane, but the roughness exponents are
different for the two conditions due to anharmonic interactions between bending and
stretching modes. Such thermal fluctuation or rippling is found to be responsible for the
effectively negative in-plane thermal expansion of graphene at relatively low temperatures,
while a transition to positive thermal expansion is predicted as the anharmonic interactions
suppress the rippling effect at high temperatures. Subject to equi-biaxial tension, the
amplitude of thermal rippling decreases nonlinearly, and the in-plane stress-strain relation
of graphene becomes nonlinear even at infinitesimal strain, in contrast with classical theory
of linear elasticity. It is found that the tangent biaxial modulus of graphene depends on
strain non-monotonically, decreases with increasing temperature, and depends on mem-
brane size. Both statistical mechanics and MD simulations suggest considerable entropic
contribution to the thermomechanical properties of graphene, and as a result thermal
rippling is intricately coupled with thermal expansion and thermoelasticity for monolayer
graphene membranes.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As a two-dimensional crystal membrane, graphene has drawn tremendous interests for research and applications. Among its
many unique properties, the mechanical properties of graphene combine high in-plane stiffness and high strength (Lee et al.,
2008) with extremely low flexural stiffness (Lu et al., 2009), rendering a highly deformable but robust membrane material.
Experimental observations have found that suspended graphene membranes often display spontaneous ripples (Meyer et al.,
2007; Bangert et al., 2009; Zan et al., 2012). Theoretically, different physical origins for rippling have been proposed. Thompson-
Flagg et al. (2009) suggested that the rippling could be a consequence of adsorbed OH molecules on random sites. On the other
hand, thermal fluctuation has been considered as a reasonable explanation for intrinsic ripples in graphene (Fasolino et al., 2007;
ang).
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Abedpour et al., 2007). In the present study, we focus on the effects of thermal fluctuation on thermomechanical properties of
monolayer graphene, including thermal expansion and temperature-dependent elastic modulus.

The basic mechanical properties of graphene have been reasonably understood, including elastic moduli for in-plane
extension and bending. However, the effect of temperature on the mechanical properties of graphene is not well understood.
The fact that the elastic moduli measured at the room temperature (T�300 K) are in close agreement with theoretical values
predicted at T¼0 K may imply insignificant temperature dependence for the elastic moduli. By molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, Zhao and Aluru (2010) predicted that Young's modulus of graphene does not vary significantly with temperature
up to about 1200 K, beyond which graphene becomes more compliant. On the other hand, by means of atomistic Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations, Zakharchenko et al. (2009) predicted a non-monotonic behavior of shear modulus of graphene with a
maximum at about 900 K, and Chen and Chrzan (2011) predicted monotonic decrease of the elastic modulus of graphene
with temperature up to 4000 K. Since graphene spontaneously fluctuates out-of-plane at a finite temperature, the effective in-
plane elastic modulus is expected to depend on the significance of thermal fluctuation. Another manifestation of out-of-plane
thermal fluctuation is possible reduction of the projected area, which has been suggested as the cause for negative in-plane
thermal expansion of graphene (Zakharchenko et al., 2009; Chen and Chrzan, 2011). Based on density-functional-theory (DFT)
calculations and a quasiharmonic approximation (QHA), Mounet and Marzari (2005) predicted negative in-plane thermal
expansion for graphite and graphene, which was attributed to the lowest transversal acoustic (ZA) phonon modes (also called
bending modes). Negative thermal expansion of graphene was also predicted by a nonequilibrium Green's function approach
(Jiang et al., 2009) and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations (Pozzo et al., 2011). Experimentally, Bao et al. (2009)
measured thermal expansion of suspended graphene by SEM imaging between 300 and 400 K, with a transition from negative
to positive coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). Based on frequency measurements of suspended graphene electromecha-
nical resonators, Singh et al. (2010) extracted negative CTEs for graphene between 300 and 30 K. Considerable discrepancies
remain between the experimental measurements and theoretical predictions for CTE of graphene.

The present work combines MD simulations of graphene with a statistical mechanics (SM) approach for the study of
thermomechanical properties of monolayer graphene. The SM approach has been used extensively for the study of flexible
membranes (Bowick and Travesset, 2001; Nelson et al., 2004; Freund, 2013), primarily for biological membranes. With
relatively simple atomistic structures in graphene, it is possible to directly sample the statistical behavior of graphene
membranes with atomistic details to compare with theoretical SM analysis (Los et al., 2009; Zakharchenko et al., 2010),
hence opening a new paradigm for the study of membrane physics. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
A theoretical approach based on statistical mechanics of a continuum elastic membrane is presented in Section 2. Section 3
describes the MD simulation method. In Section 4, the results from MD simulations are discussed in comparison with the
theoretical analysis. Section 5 summarizes the results and findings.
2. Statistical mechanics of graphene

2.1. A continuum membrane model

Consider monolayer graphene as a continuum membrane with a two-dimensional (2D) reference configuration in the
ground state at T¼0 K. The in-plane dimensions of the graphene membrane are much larger than the atomic length scales
(e.g., the bond length, r0�0.142 nm), while the monatomic thickness is undefined (and unnecessary) in the continuum
model. The kinematics of general thermomechanical deformation can be described by an in-plane Green–Lagrange strain
tensor and a curvature tensor, based on a 2D to 3D mapping (Arroyo and Belytschko, 2002; Lu and Huang, 2009). Under the
assumption of relatively small deformation but with moderately large out-of-plane deflection, the in-plane strain and
curvature are approximately

εαβ ¼
1
2

∂uα

∂xβ
þ ∂uβ

∂xα
þ ∂w

∂xα
∂w
∂xβ

� �
; ð1Þ

and

καβ ¼ ∂2w
∂xα∂xβ

; ð2Þ

where the Greek subscript (α or β) represents x or y for the in-plane coordinates, ux and uy are in-plane displacements, and w is
out-of-plane deflection. It is noted that the strain tensor in Eq. (1) includes a nonlinear contribution from the out-of-plane
deflection that leads to geometric coupling between the in-plane and out-of-plane deformation modes. The kinematics is
identical to the von Karman nonlinear plate theory (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1987).

The total potential energy of the membrane consists of two parts: in-plane strain energy and bending energy. Under the
condition of small deformation, the strain energy density function can be written as

Φðε;κÞ ¼ΦεðεÞþΦκðκÞ; ð3Þ
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where

Φε ¼ E
2ð1þνÞ εαβεαβþ ν

1�ν
εααεββ

� �
; ð4Þ

Φκ ¼
1
2
DI2κ �DGIIκ ¼

D�DG

2
καακββþ

DG

2
καβκαβ: ð5Þ

Four elastic constants are used in the above equations, including the 2D Young's modulus E (unit: N/m), Poisson's ratio ν,
bending modulus D, and Gaussian curvature modulus DG. They are all defined for the potential energy in the ground state,
thus independent of temperature. Note that the bending strain energy density Φκ is written as a function of the two
invariants of the curvature tensor (Helfrich, 1973): Iκ ¼ κ11þκ22 and IIκ ¼ κ11κ22�κ212; the first invariant is twice of the mean
curvature, and the second invariant is Gaussian curvature. In classical plate theory (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger,
1987), both bending moduli (D and DG) can be related to the in-plane Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. For graphene,
however, they are determined from atomistic modeling as independent constants (Koskinen and Kit, 2010; Wei et al., 2012).
As discussed in a previous study (Lu et al., 2009), the physical origin of the bending moduli of monolayer graphene is
fundamentally different from that in classical plate theory.

As noted by Helfrich (1973) in the study of lipid bilayers, the bending energy due to Gaussian curvature depends solely
on boundary conditions and can be ignored in most cases. Therefore, the total bending energy of a membrane can be written
as an area integral:

Ub ¼∬
Ω

Φκdxdy¼
D
2
∬
Ω

∂2w
∂x2

þ ∂2w
∂y2

� �2

dxdy ð6Þ

where Ω is the area of the membrane in the reference state. In the present work, we extend the Helfrich membrane model
to study thermomechanical properties of graphene, in comparison with MD simulations.

The mechanical properties of graphene in the ground state (T¼0 K) have been predicted by DFT calculations (Kudin et al.,
2001): E¼345 N/m, ν¼0.15, and D¼1.5 eV. However, the empirical potential used in the MD simulations yields different
values (Lu and Huang, 2009): E¼243 N/m, ν¼0.397, and D¼1.4 eV. The second set of mechanical properties is used when
comparing the theoretical predictions with MD simulations. Despite the discrepancy in the 2D Young's modulus, the
predictions for the 2D biaxial modulus, En ¼ E=ð1�νÞ, are in close agreement between the empirical potential (En�403 N/m)
and DFT (En�406 N/m).
2.2. Out-of-plane thermal fluctuation

Now consider a square-shaped graphene membrane of side length L0 in the ground state. At a finite temperature but
subject to no external force, the membrane fluctuates with both in-plane and out-of-plane modes. In this section we
consider out-of-plane thermal fluctuation only. Assuming periodic boundary conditions, the lateral deflection can be written
in form of the Fourier series:

wðrÞ ¼∑
k
ŵðqkÞeiqk U r; ð7Þ

and the Fourier coefficients are

ŵðqkÞ ¼
1

L20
∬
Ω

wðrÞe� iqk U rdΩ; ð8Þ

where r is the 2D position vector in the ground state and qk denotes the k-th wave vector in the 2D space.
Substituting Eqs. (7) into (6) and applying the Parseval theorem (Kammler, 2007), we obtain the bending energy of the

membrane in terms of the Fourier coefficients

Ub ¼
DL20
2

∑
k
q4k ½ŵ2

ReðqkÞþŵ2
ImðqkÞ�; ð9Þ

where qk ¼ jqkj, ŵReðqkÞ and ŵImðqkÞ are the real and imaginary parts of ŵðqkÞ, respectively.
For a statistical treatment, ŵReðqkÞ and ŵImðqkÞ are taken as continuous random variables. Each set of ŵReðqkÞ and ŵImðqkÞ

constitutes a possible configuration of the membrane. All possible configurations of the membrane construct a statistical
ensemble. It is important to note that the Fourier coefficients ŵðqkÞ and ŵð�qkÞ are not independent. Since w(r) is real-
valued in Eq. (8), it can be shown that

ŵReðqkÞ ¼ ŵReð�qkÞ and ŵImðqkÞ ¼ �ŵImð�qkÞ: ð10Þ

Consequently, only those Fourier coefficients associated with the upper half-plane of the wave vectors (i.e., qk UeyZ0,
including only half of the x-axis) are taken as independent random variables. It then follows that the bending energy in
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Eq. (9) can be written in terms of the independent random variables as

Ub ¼DL20 ∑
kðqk Uey Z0Þ

q4k ŵ2
ReðqkÞþŵ2

ImðqkÞ
h i

; ð11Þ

where ey is the unit vector in the positive direction of y-coordinate.
For each possible configuration, the total potential energy is

U ¼∬
Ω

Φðε;κÞdΩ¼UbþUs ð12Þ

where Us ¼∬ΩΦεðεÞdΩ. Under the assumption of small deflection, the nonlinear contribution to the in-plane strain in Eq. (1)
is neglected. Consequently, the in-plane strain energy Us is independent of the out-of-plane fluctuation, and the in-plane
and out-of-plane modes are decoupled. This is commonly taken as a harmonic approximation.

Based on classical statistical mechanics (Pathria, 1996; Weiner, 2002), the probability density function (PDF) for each
configuration is given by Boltzmann distribution at thermal equilibrium:

ρ¼ 1
Z
exp � U

kBT

� �
; ð13Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and Z is the configurational partition function. The partition
function is calculated by an integral with respect to all independent random variables (including both the in-plane and out-
of-plane modes) for all possible configurations. Under the harmonic approximation, the partition function is simply a
product of two parts, namely

Z ¼ ZbZs; ð14Þ

where the contribution due to the out-of-plane modes is

Zb ¼
Z 1

�1
⋯
Z 1

�1
exp � Ub

kBT

� �
dŵReðq1ÞdŵImðq1ÞdŵReðq2ÞdŵImðq2Þ⋯

¼ ∏
kðqk Uey Z0Þ

Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1
exp � DL20

kBT
q4k ðŵ2

ReðqkÞþŵ2
ImðqkÞÞ

" #
dŵReðqkÞdŵImðqkÞ

¼ ∏
kðqk Uey Z0Þ

πkBT

DL20q
4
k

 !
ð15Þ

and Zs is due to the in-plane modes (independent of the out-of-plane fluctuation). The range of each random variable in Eq.
(15) has been taken to be from �1 to1 in order to obtain the analytical expression for the partition function. However, the
formulation of the bending energy in Eq. (6) assumes moderately large deflection, requiring the fluctuation amplitude to be
less than a fraction of its wavelength for each Fourier mode. Nevertheless, Eq. (15) offers a simple but reasonable
approximation, considering that the exponential integrant decays rapidly with the variables. In other words, the large-
amplitude fluctuations are statistically suppressed due to the large potential energy (hence low probability density).

With the probability density function in Eq. (13), the mean-square of each Fourier coefficient of the out-of-plane
fluctuation can be calculated as

〈jŵðqkÞj2〉¼
1
Zb

Z 1

�1
⋯
Z 1

�1
jŵðqkÞj2exp � Ub

kBT

� �
dŵReðq1ÞdŵImðq1Þ⋯¼ kBT

DL20q
4
k

: ð16Þ

Alternatively, by the equi-partition theorem (Pathria, 1996), each independent harmonic term in Eq. (11) has an average
energy of kBT/2, namely

DL20q
4
k〈ŵ

2
ReðqkÞ〉¼DL20q

4
k〈ŵ

2
ImðqkÞ〉¼

kBT
2

; ð17Þ

which leads to the same result as Eq. (16).
For each possible configuration, the mean-square amplitude of the out-of-plane fluctuation in the real space is

h2 ¼ 1

L20
∬
Ω

w2ðrÞdΩ¼∑
k
jŵðqkÞj2: ð18Þ

Therefore, the expectation value of the mean-square amplitude is

〈h2〉¼∑
k
〈jŵðqkÞj2〉¼

kBT

DL20
∑
k
q�4
k : ð19Þ

For the square-shaped membrane with periodic boundary conditions, the smallest possible wave number is:
qmin ¼ 2π=L0, which depends on the membrane size (L0). The summation in Eq. (19) can then be written in a discrete
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form as

〈h2〉¼ kBT

DL20

L0
2π

� �4

∑
n

i; j¼ �n

ði2þ j240Þ

ði2þ j2Þ�2 ¼ γnkBT
16π4D

L20; ð20Þ

where γn is a dimensionless coefficient and n¼ qmax=qmin ¼ L0=b, with qmax ¼ 2π=b being the largest possible wave number
and b the smallest physically permissible length scale (e.g., a microscopic cut-off). Alternatively, Helfrich and Servuss (1984)
suggested that the summation in Eq. (19) can be converted to an integral as a continuum approximation:

〈h2〉� L0
2π

� �2 Z qmax

qmin

kBT

DL20

1
q4

 !
2πqdq� kBT

16π3D
L20; ð21Þ

where L0bb has been assumed to simplify the result. A comparison between Eqs. (20) and (21) would lead to γn-π for
n-1. However, as shown in Fig. 1a, the discrete summation in Eq. (20) converges to a larger value, γn-6:026 (for zero
strain), nearly twice of the integral approximation. The discrepancy results from the singular behavior of q�4

k as qk-0.
As a typical measure of surface roughness, the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of the out-of-plane fluctuation is

obtained as

h¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〈h2〉

q
¼ L0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γnkBT
16π4D

r
; ð22Þ

which scales linearly with the dimension (L0) of the membrane. Similar results were obtained for thermal fluctuation of fluid
membranes (Helfrich and Servuss, 1984). A slightly different derivation is presented here as an introduction to key concepts
in statistical mechanics. Notably, the constant coefficient in Eq. (21) differs from that in Helfrich and Servuss (1984) by a
factor of 4, since the integral is evaluated with different limits for the wave number, following the assumption of periodic
boundary conditions. Moreover, the integral approximation in Eq. (21) is found to be inaccurate to evaluate the discrete
summation in Eq. (20) for the amplitude of out-of-plane fluctuation, although the linear scaling (hpL0) is unaffected.
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2.3. Effect of pre-strain

Next we consider thermal fluctuation of a graphene membrane subjected to a biaxial pre-strain ε0, relative to the
reference ground state. In addition to the bending energy, the in-plane stretching energy is

Us ¼∬
Ω

Enε20þ
Enε0
2

∂w
∂x

� �2

þ ∂w
∂y

� �2
" #

þ En

8ð1þvÞ
∂w
∂x

� �2

þ ∂w
∂y

� �2
" #28<

:
9=
;dxdy: ð23Þ

With the pre-strain held as a constant, the out-of-plane deflection contributes to the local in-plane strain according to
Eq. (1) and hence the strain energy density of the membrane in Eq. (4). In the presence of a non-zero pre-strain, the leading
term of the contribution in Eq. (23) becomes quadratic. Again, we ignore the in-plane fluctuation and take Eq. (7) for the
out-of-plane fluctuation. As a harmonic analysis, only the quadratic terms in Eq. (23) are retained, and the total stretching
energy can be written in terms of the Fourier coefficients as

Us ¼ Enε20L
2
0þEnε0L

2
0 ∑
kðqk Uey Z0Þ

q2k ŵ2
ReðqkÞþŵ2

ImðqkÞ
h i

: ð24Þ

Along with the bending energy in Eq. (11), the total potential energy is

U ¼ UbþUs ¼ Enε20L
2
0þL20 ∑

kðqk Uey Z0Þ
ðDq4kþEnε0q2k Þ ŵ2

ReðqkÞþŵ2
ImðqkÞ

h i
: ð25Þ

The partition function for the Boltzmann distribution in Eq. (13) is then obtained as a function of the pre-strain and
temperature:

Zðε0; TÞ ¼ exp � Enε20L
2
0

kBT

 !
∏

kðqk Uey Z0Þ
1þ Enε0

Dq2k

 !�1
πkBT

DL20q
4
k

 !2
4

3
5: ð26Þ

Following the same steps in the previous section, the expectation value of mean square amplitude of the out-of-plane
fluctuation is obtained as

〈h2〉¼ kBT

DL20
∑
k
q�4
k 1þ Enε0

Dq2k

 !�1

¼ γnnkBT
16π4D

L20; ð27Þ

where

γnn ¼ ∑
n

i; j¼ �n

i2þ j240

ði2þ j2Þ�2 1þ Enε0L
2
0

4π2D
1

i2þ j2

 !�1

: ð28Þ

Similar results were obtained by others for lipid membranes under tension (Helfrich and Servuss, 1984; Lomholt et al.,
2011). As shown in Fig. 1a, the double-series summation in Eq. (28) converges for n¼ L0=b-1, i.e., γnn-γn1, which depends
on the pre-strain and the membrane size through the dimensionless group, Enε0L

2
0=ð4π2DÞ. Again, a continuum approxima-

tion can be obtained by converting the summation in Eq. (27) to an integral (Helfrich and Servuss, 1984), which yields

〈h2〉� kBT
4πEnε0

ln 1þ Enε0L
2
0

4π2D

 !
: ð29Þ

It can be shown that Eq. (29) reduces to Eq. (21) when the pre-strain ε0-0. As shown in Fig. 1b, the integral
approximation underestimates the coefficient γn1, although the discrepancy is reduced with a positive pre-strain (tension).

As noted in Eq. (23), the presence of a pre-strain leads to a harmonic coupling between the out-of-plane fluctuation and

in-plane stretching. This coupling introduces a length scale, a¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D=En

q
. As a result, the RMS amplitude of the out-of-plane

fluctuation is no longer scaling linearly with the membrane size, as shown in Fig. 1c. The out-of-plane thermal fluctuation is
significantly suppressed by a positive pre-strain (tension), especially for relatively large membranes. On the other hand,
when the pre-strain is negative (compression), it is interesting to note that the harmonic analysis predicts a singular

behavior for the fluctuation amplitude as 〈h2〉-1 for ε0-�q2kD=E
n by Eq. (27), corresponding to a set of critical strains for

buckling instability of the elastic membrane under compression. By Eq. (29), the fluctuation amplitude blows up at the first
critical strain (qmin ¼ 2π=L0):

εc ¼ � 4π2D

EnL20
: ð30Þ

However, the buckling amplitude would remain finite beyond the critical strain if the higher order terms (anharmonic) in
Eq. (23) are taken into account, a typical task for nonlinear post-buckling analysis left for future studies.
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Since the harmonic analysis is limited to relatively small fluctuation amplitudes, a boundary line may be drawn in the
temperature–strain panel as shown in Fig. 1d, where a critical value for the fluctuation amplitude, hc=L0 ¼ 0:005, is assumed
for illustrative purpose. In addition to the critical strain for buckling at T¼0 K, a critical temperature at zero strain can be
defined as

Tc ¼ 16π4D
γnkB

hc
L0

� �2

: ð31Þ

Therefore, the harmonic analysis for the out-of-plane thermal fluctuation should be restricted to relatively low
temperatures, with the critical temperature depending on the membrane size and pre-strain. For a monolayer graphene
membrane, the critical strain for buckling is typically very small, around �2� 10�4 for a membrane of size L0¼10 nm.
Assuming hc=L0 ¼ 0:005, the critical temperature at zero strain is about 112 K with D¼ 1:5 eV and γn � 6:026.
2.4. Nonlinear thermoelasticity of graphene

By classical theories of statistical mechanics and thermodynamics (Weiner, 2002), the microscopic partition function is
related to the macroscopic Helmholtz free energy of the system as

Aðε0; TÞ ¼ �kBT ln Zðε0; TÞ: ð32Þ

The equi-biaxial in-plane stress can then be obtained as a thermodynamic conjugate:

s¼ 1

2L20

∂A
∂ε0

� �
T
: ð33Þ

By this definition, the stress has the same unit as the energy density (per unit area): J/m2, or equivalently, N/m, so-called
2D stress as opposed to the conventional 3D stress.

With the partition function in Eq. (26), we obtain that

s¼ Enε0þ
EnkBT

2L20
∑

kðqk Uey Z0Þ
ðDq2kþEnε0Þ�1; ð34Þ

where the first term is the biaxial stress in the ground state (no thermal fluctuation) and the second term is the entropic
contribution, arising from the tendency of the graphene membrane to increase its entropy (S¼ �∂A=∂T) by out-of-plane
fluctuation at a finite temperature. The entropic contribution to the stress can be calculated by summation over all Fourier
components, namely

~s ¼ EnkBT
16π2D

∑
n

i; j¼ �n

i2þ j240

i2þ j2þ Enε0L
2
0

4π2D

 !�1

¼ EnkBT
16π2D

ξn: ð35Þ
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It is found that this summation gives an unbounded stress for n-1 even at zero strain (Fig. 2a). On the other hand, the
corresponding elastic modulus is bounded as follows:

~E
n ¼ ∂s

∂ε0
¼ En 1� EnkBTL

2
0

64π4D2 ∑
n

i; j¼ �n

i2þ j240

i2þ j2þ Enε0L
2
0

4π2D

 !�2

2
66664

3
77775�!

n-1
En 1� η1EnkBTL

2
0

64π4D2

" #
ð36Þ

where η1 is a function of the strain and the membrane size through the dimensionless group, Enε0L
2
0=ð4π2DÞ, as shown in

Fig. 2b. When ε0 ¼ 0, η1 ¼ γ1 ¼ 6:026.
By converting the summations to integrals, the stress and modulus are obtained approximately as

~s � EnkBT
16πD

2 ln
L0
b

� �
� ln 1þ EnL20

4π2D
ε0

 !" #
; ð37Þ

~E
n � En� EnkBT

16πD
4π2D

EnL20
þε0

 !�1

; ð38Þ

which agree closely with the summations except for ε0 ¼ 0 (Fig. 2). It is noted that a finite value of ~s depends on both the
membrane size L0 and the cutoff length b, while the latter is difficult to justify for the continuum model. In our calculations
we have taken b¼ 4r0 ¼ 0:568 nm, where r0 ¼ 0:142 nm is the equilibrium C–C bond length in graphene. Remarkably,
independent of the cutoff, the effective modulus predicted by Eqs. (36) or (38) includes an entropic contribution due to the
out-of-plane thermal fluctuation. As a result, the effective modulus of graphene depends on both the temperature and the
membrane size. In particular, the harmonic analysis predicts that the biaxial modulus of graphene decreases linearly with
temperature, hence a thermal softening effect. At zero strain, the modulus decreases with increasing membrane size (L0).
The size dependence becomes negligible when graphene is pre-stretched with ε0L

2
0b4π2D=En. These predictions are further

discussed in Section 4, in comparison with MD simulations.
In addition to the out-of-plane fluctuation, the in-plane thermal fluctuation, not considered explicitly in the present

study, has an entropic contribution to the stress as well (Weiner, 2002). The total stress may be written approximately as

s¼ Enðε0�α2DTÞþ ~s; ð39Þ
where α2D is the 2D coefficient of thermal expansion (2D-CTE) resulting from anharmonic interactions among in-plane
phonon modes when the out-of-plane modes are completely suppressed. As shown by MD simulations (Fig. 6b), the 2D-CTE
of graphene is nearly a constant (α2D�5.51�10�6 K�1), independent of temperature or membrane size.

By setting the total stress to zero in Eq. (39), we obtain a nonlinear equation

ε0þ
kBT

16π2D
∑
n

i; j¼ �n

i2þ j240

i2þ j2þ Enε0L
2
0

4π2D

 !�1

¼ α2DT ; ð40Þ

which can be solved to predict the in-plane thermal strain, εT ¼ ε0ðs¼ 0Þ, as a function of four dimensionless groups, α2DT ,
D=kBT , E

nL20=D, and n. Fig. 3a plots the thermal strain versus temperature for different membrane sizes. Without out-of-plane
thermal fluctuation, the in-plane thermal strain increases linearly with temperature (� α2DT). The thermal strain is
significantly reduced with out-of-plane thermal fluctuation. Since the amplitude of thermal fluctuation depends on the
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membrane size, the reduction of thermal strain also depends on the membrane size. The thermal strain remains positive for
a small membrane (L0¼3 nm), but becomes negative for larger membranes. By setting ε0 ¼ 0 in Eq. (40), the critical
membrane size is predicted to be around 4.5 nm. Evidently, the in-plane contraction due to out-of-plane thermal fluctuation
of the large membranes (L044.5 nm) outweighs the positive expansion due to the in-plane modes, resulting in an
effectively negative thermal expansion for graphene. Fig. 3b plots the effective in-plane CTE of graphene defined as

α¼ ∂ε0
∂T

� �
s ¼ 0

; ð41Þ

which depends on both the temperature and the membrane size due to the effect of out-of-plane fluctuation. We note that
the harmonic approximation in the present analysis is limited to low temperatures for relatively large membranes. Beyond a
critical temperature, no meaningful solution to Eq. (40) can be found, and anharmonic effects must be taken into account in
order to predict the thermal expansion. Moreover, the harmonic approximation tends to overestimate the in-plane
contraction, as discussed in Section 4.

2.5. Anharmonic effects

Theoretical studies of flexible membranes beyond the harmonic approximation have predicted that anharmonic coupling
between bending and stretching modes could significantly suppress thermal fluctuation. Considering anharmonic effects
with contributions from nonzero Gaussian curvatures, Nelson and Peliti (1987) predicted a power-law scaling for the mean
amplitude of thermal fluctuation with respect to the linear dimension of a nearly flat elastic membrane: h� Lζ , where ζ is
called the roughness exponent: ζ¼ 1 by the harmonic approximation while ζ¼ 0:5 by Nelson and Peliti (1987). However,
there is some uncertainty on the precise theoretical value of the roughness exponent, ranging from 0.5 to 0.775 for various
membrane models (Lipowsky and Girardet, 1990; Abraham and Nelson, 1990; Gompper and Kroll, 1992; Le Doussal and
Radzihovsky, 1992; Kownacki and Mouhanna, 2009). With nonlinear coupling between the out-of-plane fluctuation and in-
plane displacements, analytical approximations and numerical treatments are required for anharmonic analysis, which
remains a challenging subject. Moreover, the continuum membrane model with energy functionals such as Eqs. (6) and (23)
are limited to relatively small fluctuation amplitude and in-plane strain. These limitations can be lifted by discrete atomistic
models of the membrane. By atomistic MC and MD simulations, Los et al. (2009) found the roughness exponent to be around
0.575 for graphene. MD simulations by Abedpour et al. (2007) predicted a temperature dependent roughness exponent in
the range 0:6oζo0:74 for T¼0–700 K. The anharmonic effect on thermal fluctuation is expected to have a profound
influence on the thermomechanical properties of graphene. As predicted by atomistic modeling and simulations
(Zakharchenko et al., 2009; Chen and Chrzan, 2011), the elastic modulus of graphene depends on the temperature and
the in-plane thermal expansion changes from negative to positive as the temperature increases. In the present study, by
comparing numerical results from MD simulations with theoretical predictions under the harmonic approximation, we
emphasize the intimate relationship between thermal rippling and thermoelasticity of graphene with both harmonic and
anharmonic effects. Moreover, the statistical nature of thermal rippling renders an entropic contribution to thermo-
elasticity; similar entropic effects have been well known for many other materials, including isolated molecular chains
(Marko and Siggia, 1995), biological membranes (Safran, 1994), and molecular networks (Treloar, 1958; Su and Purohit,
2012).

3. Molecular dynamics simulation

We perform MD simulations of monolayer graphene using LAMMPS, an open source code (Plimpton, 1995). The second-
generation reactive empirical bond-order (REBO) potential (Brenner et al., 2002) is used for the multibody C–C interactions
Fig. 4. Snapshots of thermal rippling of a graphene membrane by MD simulations with L0¼20 nm and T¼300 K. (a) and (b) for NPT with zero stress; (c)
and (d) for NVT with zero strain. Color bars show out-of-plane deflection of atoms in Å. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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in graphene. Square-shaped graphene membranes of different linear dimensions are simulated at finite temperatures with
periodic boundary conditions. The temperature is controlled by a Nose-Hoover thermostat. Each simulation runs up to 40 ns
(time step: 1 fs), with the first 10 ns for the system to equilibrate and the subsequent 30 ns for calculations of the time-
averaged quantities. The time integration scheme closely follows the time-reversible measure-preserving Verlet and rRESPA
integrators derived by Tuckerman et al (1992). The statistical errors are estimated by fifteen different sets of data, each over
a time interval of 2 ns. To simulate monolayer graphene without interlayer interactions, relatively thick simulation boxes are
used (thickness 420 nm). VMD, an open source visualization package (Humphrey et al., 1996), was used to generate
snapshots of graphene membranes (Fig. 4).

MD simulations with both constant pressure (NPT) and constant volume (NVT) ensembles are performed. In NPT
simulations, the dimensions of the simulation box are allowed to change to maintain a constant pressure (or stress).
In particular, we are interested in zero-pressure (or zero-stress) NPT simulations for freestanding graphene membranes,
with which the change of the in-plane dimension is calculated as a function of temperature to predict the in-plane CTE of
graphene, namely

αðT ; L0Þ ¼
1
L0

∂〈L〉t
∂T

� �
; ð42Þ

where L0 is the linear dimension of the graphene membrane in the ground state (T¼0 K) and 〈L〉t denotes time average of
the linear dimension at a finite temperature. On the other hand, the NVT ensemble is used to simulate graphene subjected to
a pre-strain (ε0). In such simulations, the dimensions of the simulation box are fixed as L¼ L0ð1þε0Þ, while the in-plane
reaction stress is evaluated as a function of the pre-strain and temperature by time-averaged virial stress (Admal and
Tadmor, 2010):

r¼ � 1

2L2
∑
i; j

ia j

Fij � ðri�rjÞþ
1

L2
∑
i
mivi � vi

* +
t

ð43Þ

where Fij is the interatomic force between two atoms (i and j), ri is the position vector of i-th atom, vi is the velocity vector,
mi is the atomic mass, and 〈U〉t denotes time average of the enclosed quantity. The virial formula is modified to yield the 2D
stress for graphene, consistent with the definition of stress in Eq. (33).

In both NPT and NVT simulations, the mean amplitude of the out-of-plane thermal fluctuation is calculated by a time
averaged RMS, namely

h¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
N

i ¼ 1

w2
i

N

* +
t

vuut ; ð44Þ

where N is the total number of atoms and wi is the out-of-plane displacement of i-th atom. Based on the ergodic hypothesis
(Weiner, 2002), the time average (over a sufficiently long period) from MD simulation is equivalent to the ensemble average
in statistical mechanics. Consequently, the numerical results from MD simulations can be compared directly with the
predictions based on statistical mechanics.

Moreover, we perform special 2D-MD simulations to study the behavior of graphene membranes in the absence of out-
of-plane thermal fluctuation. For a 2D-MD simulation, the out-of-plane components of velocities and forces are zeroed out
for all atoms in every time step. As a result, the graphene membrane remains perfectly flat, but with in-plane fluctuations.
It is found that the computational cost and statistical error of 2D-MD are drastically reduced in comparison with regular MD.
Each simulation is sufficiently equilibrated by running to 5 ns with a time step of 1 fs. Through these 2D-MD simulations, we
obtain a 2D-CTE (α2D�5.51�10�6 K�1) and biaxial stress-strain relation without out-of-plane thermal fluctuation.
A comparison with the regular MD simulations would then reveal the effects of out-of-plane thermal fluctuation.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Thermal rippling

Fig. 4 shows snapshots of a graphene membrane from MD simulations. The out-of-plane thermal fluctuation leads to
dynamic thermal rippling under both NPT and NVT conditions. The time averaged RMS amplitude of thermal rippling is
plotted in Fig. 5, as a function of temperature and membrane size. The rippling amplitude under the zero-stress NPT
condition compares closely with previous studies (Fasolino et al., 2007; Los et al., 2009). Compared to the prediction by the
harmonic analysis, the rippling amplitude is considerably lower, suggesting significant anharmonic effect, especially at high
temperatures and for large membranes. Under the zero-strain NVT condition, the rippling amplitude is even lower. This can
be understood as a result of the reactive tensile stress that is required to hold the in-plane dimension of the membrane,
as discussed further in Section 4.2. A common assumption in the studies of flexible membranes is inextensibility of the
in-plane dimension (Helfrich and Servuss, 1984). Such an assumption would erroneously predict zero out-of-plane



Fig. 5. (a) RMS amplitude of thermal rippling of a graphene membrane (L0¼20 nm) as a function of temperature, from MD simulations under zero-stress
NPT and zero-strain NVT conditions. (b) Rippling amplitude as a function of membrane size at T¼300 K, fitted by the scaling law, hpLζ0, with different
roughness exponents for NPT and NVT ensembles.
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fluctuation under the zero-strain condition. Evidently, in-plane extension is inevitable at a finite temperature despite the
high in-plane stiffness of graphene.

In Fig. 5b, the rippling amplitude as a function of the membrane size is fitted by the power law, h� Lζ , which yields two
roughness exponents, ζ ¼ 0:67 for NPT (zero stress) and ζ¼ 0:45 for NVT (zero strain), both at T¼300 K. The NPT roughness
exponent agrees well with a previous study (Abedpour et al., 2007), which is also close to the theoretical predictions for
other flexible membranes (Lipowsky and Girardet, 1990; Abraham and Nelson, 1990; Gompper and Kroll, 1992; Le Doussal
and Radzihovsky, 1992; Kownacki and Mouhanna, 2009). The lower roughness exponent under the zero-strain NVT
condition suggests that the scaling law sensitively depends on the boundary constraint. As predicted by the harmonic
analysis in Fig. 1c and MD simulations (Fig. 7a), a small positive pre-strain could suppress rippling amplitude considerably
and result in very different scaling behavior. Experimentally, when a graphene membrane is suspended over a hole or trench
(Meyer et al., 2007; Bangert et al., 2009; Zan et al., 2012), a positive pre-strain or tension is likely imposed due to the
adhesive interaction between graphene and the side wall of the hole/trench (Lee et al., 2008; Bunch, et al., 2008; Lu and
Dunn, 2010). Furthermore, change of temperature would lead to thermal stress in graphene due to thermal expansion
mismatch. While a tensile thermal stress would suppress thermal rippling, a compressive thermal stress could lead to static
rippling by buckling instability (Bao et al., 2009). Therefore, the dependence of rippling amplitude on temperature could
be coupled with thermal expansion induced stress in suspended graphene (Kirilenko et al., 2011), further discussed in
Section 4.3.

4.2. Thermal expansion

Thermal expansion of a freestanding graphene membrane is studied by MD simulations under the zero-stress NPT
condition. As shown in Fig. 6a, the macroscopic in-plane strain components are calculated by time averaging at different
temperatures for different membrane sizes, i.e., εx ¼ 〈Lx〉t=L0�1 and εy ¼ 〈Ly〉t=L0�1, where L0 is the in-plane dimension of
the square-shaped membrane in the ground state (T¼0 K) whilst Lx and Ly are projected in-plane dimensions at a finite
temperature. The two strain components are nearly identical in all cases, suggesting transversely isotropic thermal
expansion of graphene. Similar to the prediction by the harmonic analysis (Fig. 3a), the thermal strain becomes increasingly
negative as the membrane size increases, which has been attributed to the in-plane contraction as a result of out-of-plane
thermal fluctuation. Indeed, by suppressing out-of-plane fluctuation, 2D-MD simulations predict linear, positive thermal
expansion (Fig. 6b), independent of the membrane size. A positive 2D-CTE is obtained as α2D ¼ 5:51� 10�6 K�1, which
remains constant up to T¼1000 K. Such a positive thermal expansion can be understood as a result of anharmonic
interactions among in-plane phonon modes (Weiner, 2002). By subtracting the in-plane expansion from the total thermal
strain, i.e., ~ε ¼ ε�α2DT , we obtain the in-plane contraction due to out-of-plane fluctuation, which depends on the
temperature and membrane size (Fig. 6b). In particular, while the in-plane contraction increases monotonically with
increasing temperature, the rate of increase is slowed down at high temperatures due to the anharmonic effect on thermal
rippling. Consequently, the total thermal strain turns to become increasingly positive (or less negative) at high
temperatures. The competition between the two effects (in-plane and out-of-plane modes) on thermal expansion of
graphene leads to a non-monotonic behavior of thermal strain (Fig. 6a), except for very small membrane size (e.g., 3 nm).
A previous study based on quasi-harmonic approximation (QHA) predicted monotonic decreasing of the in-plane lattice
parameter of graphene (Mounet and Marzari, 2005), which may have underestimated the anharmonic effects and thus
overestimated the in-plane contraction at high temperatures. More recently, atomistic MC simulations by Zakharchenko
et al. (2009) showed non-monotonic change of the in-plane lattice parameter of graphene, similar to the thermal strain in
Fig. 6a.
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The nonlinear dependence of the thermal strain on temperature is fitted by a polynomial function (solid lines in Fig. 6a),
with which the in-plane CTE of graphene is calculated as a function of temperature for different membrane sizes (Fig. 6c).
For a relatively large membrane, the calculated CTE is negative below a critical temperature but becomes positive at higher
temperatures. The critical temperature varies from around 100 to 500 K for the membrane size ranging from 3 to 30 nm. The
transition from negative to positive CTE can also be understood as a result of the competition between the in-plane and out-
of-plane modes. In comparison, similar transition to a positive CTE was predicted by Jiang et al. (2009) using a non-
equilibrium Green's function method, while the CTE predicted by Mounet and Marzari (2005) remains negative up to
T¼2000 K. Experimentally, Bao et al. (2009) reported a transition temperature at around 350 K, close to the present MD
results. While quantitative discrepancies remain to be resolved by more accurate experimental measurements, the
prediction for the negative-to-positive transition of CTE is theoretically plausible for graphene, considering the anharmonic
effect on thermal rippling. Such transition of CTE has been also predicted and confirmed experimentally for graphite
(Mounet and Marzari., 2005), where the out-of-plane thermal fluctuation is confined by interlayer van der Waals
interactions.

We note that the in-plane CTEs of graphene obtained from MD simulations increase monotonically with temperature.
In contrast, decreasing of CTE was predicted by both QHA (Mounet and Marzari, 2005) and Green's function method (Jiang
et al., 2009). This discrepancy is largely attributed to the inaccuracy of MD simulations at very low temperatures (To100 K),
when the dimensional change is relatively small and thus the thermal strain cannot be accurately determined. Moreover, it
is known in solid state physics that quantum effect dominates the low-temperature behavior for specific heat and thermal
expansion (Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976), which is not accounted for in the classical MD simulations. Interestingly, the
harmonic analysis in Section 2 does predict decreasing CTEs for relatively large membranes (Fig. 3b), despite the limited
temperature range. However, the coincidence may not be physically justifiable without taking into account the quantum
effect at low temperatures.
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With a negative CTE below the transition temperature, a tensile stress is expected for a graphene membrane when its in-
plane dimension is fixed. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6d, the in-plane reaction stress calculated from MD simulations under the
zero-strain NVT condition is positive at low temperatures and reaches a peak at around the transition temperature.
However, since the amplitude of thermal rippling is lower under the zero-strain condition (Fig. 5a), the CTE of graphene
obtained under the zero-stress NPT condition cannot be used directly to predict the thermal stress here. On the other hand,
by setting ε0 ¼ 0 in Eq. (39), the harmonic analysis would predict the thermal stress to be linearly dependent on temperature
(dashed line in Fig. 6d), overestimating the stress considerably. Therefore, the anharmonic effect on thermal rippling of
graphene is intricately coupled with thermal expansion and thermal stress, resulting in a generally nonlinear thermo-
mechanical behavior of graphene.

4.3. Thermoelasticity

Assuming linear elasticity in the ground state (T¼0 K), a nonlinear stress–strain behavior is predicted at a finite
temperature (T40 K) by the statistical mechanics approach in Section 2 (Eq. 39), including an entropic contribution to the
stress due to out-of-plane thermal fluctuation. This behavior is in contrast to the classical theory of linear thermoelasticity,
where the total strain is taken as linear superposition of elastic strain and thermal expansion. For graphene, however, the
thermal expansion cannot be determined independently from elastic strain (or stress), largely due to thermal rippling and
its dependence on strain (or stress) as discussed in Section 4.2. While the harmonic analysis in Section 2 is limited for its
own applicability, the nonlinear thermoelasticity of graphene is confirmed by MD simulations beyond the harmonic regime.
By imposing an equi-biaxial in-plane strain under the NVT condition, the corresponding stress in graphene is calculated as a
function of the strain and temperature. Meanwhile, the RMS amplitude of rippling is also calculated to show its effect on the
stress–strain relation. As shown in Fig. 7a for a graphene membrane with L0¼20 nm at 300 K, the ripple amplitude
decreases with increasing strain. Compared to the prediction by the harmonic analysis, Eq. (27), the rippling amplitude from
MD is considerably lower around zero strain, due to the anharmonic effect as discussed in Section 4.1. With increasing
positive strain, the MD results compare closely with the harmonic prediction, suggesting that the anharmonic effect is
suppressed by the tensile strain. Fig. 7b shows the stress–strain curve for the same membrane. For comparison, a stress–
strain curve is also obtained from 2D-MD simulations in absence of any out-of-plane fluctuation. The difference between the
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two stress–strain curves is attributed to the entropic contribution from rippling, as shown in Fig. 7c, in comparison with the
prediction in Eq. (35) by the harmonic analysis. Similar to the rippling amplitude in Fig. 7a, the harmonic analysis
overestimates the entropic contribution at zero strain, but becomes reasonably good with a positive strain.

With the stress–strain curves in Fig. 7b, the tangent biaxial modulus of graphene is calculated by numerical
differentiation as shown in Fig. 7d. Even without out-of-plane fluctuation, the biaxial modulus obtained from 2D-MD
simulations is not a constant, decreasing with increasing strain. Such a nonlinear elastic behavior has been predicted
previously by both DFT (Wei et al., 2009) and MM calculations (Lu and Huang, 2009; Lu et al., 2011) at T¼0 K, which is
nearly independent of temperature and hence considered intrinsic. With out-of-plane fluctuation, the elastic modulus is
significantly lower at small strain. As predicted by the harmonic analysis in Section 2.4, the out-of-plane fluctuation reduces
the effective elastic modulus in Eqs. (36) or (38). The amount of reduction, ΔEn ¼ En� ~E

n

, decreases with increasing strain,
which is a result of decreasing ripple amplitude. Consequently, the elastic modulus first increases with strain (i.e., strain
stiffening) as the ripple amplitude decreases. As the rippling effect diminishes with further increasing of strain (40.5%), the
intrinsic nonlinear elasticity takes over so that the elastic modulus decreases, following closely the results from 2D-MD
simulations or the ground-state behavior. Therefore, the nonlinear elasticity of graphene at a finite temperature results from
two physical origins, one intrinsic (independent of temperature) and the other owing to out-of-plane fluctuation for T40 K.
The competition between the two effects results in a non-monotonic dependence of the tangent elastic modulus of
graphene on strain (Fig. 7d), even at the infinitesimal strain level. For comparison, the elastic modulus predicted by the
harmonic analysis is plotted in Fig. 7d, using the elastic modulus from 2D-MD in place of En in Eq. (36). Evidently, the
modified harmonic prediction agrees well with the MD results for a relatively large strain (40.5%), but less so near zero
strain.

The effect of out-of-plane fluctuation leads to temperature and size-dependent elastic properties for graphene. As shown in
Fig. 8a, the stress–strain curves of a graphene membrane with L0¼20 nm are obtained from MD simulations at different
temperatures at around zero strain (relative to the ground state). At a very low temperature (e.g., T¼10 K), the stress–strain
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simulations, in comparison with the harmonic analysis. (b) Tangent biaxial modulus at 1% strain as a function of membrane size at T¼300 and 1000 K.
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behavior is close to the ground-state behavior at T¼0 K, which can be obtained from the static MM simulation (Lu and Huang,
2009). As the temperature increases, the slope of the stress–strain curve decreases, indicating thermal softening in the elastic
modulus. Fig. 8b plots the tangent modulus at zero strain as a function of temperature for three different membrane sizes. For
comparison, the tangent modulus obtained from 2D-MD is also plotted, showing essentially no temperature dependence with
En ¼ 403:0 N=m, in close agreement with DFT calculations (En�406 N/m) (Kudin et al., 2001; Wei et al., 2009). It is well known
that elastic modulus of a crystalline solid is in general temperature dependent and in particular, linear temperature dependence
has been predicted under the harmonic approximation (Weiner, 2002). Similarly for graphene, the harmonic analysis in Section 2
predicts linear thermal softening of the elastic modulus in Eqs. (36) or (38). However, with significant anharmonic effect at zero
strain, a nonlinear temperature dependence is predicted for the elastic modulus of graphene (Fig. 8b). Moreover, the elastic
modulus of graphene is size dependent: lower modulus for larger membrane size due to more significant rippling.

The tangent elastic modulus of graphene depends on strain (Fig. 7d). Subject to a moderately large tensile strain (�1%),
the anharmonic effect on rippling is significantly reduced, and as a result the harmonic analysis could be used to predict the
temperature/size-dependence of elastic modulus. As shown in Fig. 9a, the tangent biaxial modulus at 1% strain decreases
with increasing temperature for a graphene membrane with L0¼20 nm, in close agreement with the linear dependence
predicted by the harmonic analysis. Note that, due to the intrinsic nonlinear elasticity, the biaxial modulus in the ground
state (En) has to be adjusted to the value at 1% strain (�353.6 N/m) for the harmonic analysis. Again, 2D-MD simulations
predict a biaxial modulus independent of temperature. The size dependence of the tangent modulus at 1% strain is shown in
Fig. 9b. The elastic modulus drops rapidly from the ground-state value (353.6 N/m) to a constant level for L042 nm at each
temperature. As predicted by the harmonic analysis, the size dependence becomes negligible when ε0L

2
0b4π2D=En or

L0b1:6 nm for ε0 ¼ 1%.
Finally, as one application, we consider a graphene membrane suspended over a square hole on a substrate. As the

temperature increases from 300 K to 1000 K, thermal expansion of the substrate imposes a positive equi-biaxial strain to the
membrane, ε¼ αsΔT , where αs is the CTE of the substrate (assumed to be a constant). As a result, rippling of the suspended
graphene membrane is subjected to two competing effects: increasing temperature and strain. As shown in Fig. 10a, by MD
simulations, the change of rippling amplitude for the suspended graphene depends on the CTE of the substrate. With a
relatively large substrate CTE, the ripple amplitude decreases with increasing temperature, in contrast to the cases with
either zero strain or zero stress (Fig. 5a). Experimental evidence for decreasing membrane roughness with increasing
temperature has been reported by Kirilenko et al. (2011). Moreover, an equi-biaxial stress is induced in the suspended
graphene membrane due to mismatch in thermal expansion. The stress changes with temperature as follows:

ds
dT

¼ ~E
nðαs�αgÞ: ð45Þ

For the graphene membrane, both the CTE (αg) and the biaxial modulus ( ~E
n

) depend on the temperature and stress.
Therefore, integration of Eq. (45) would in general lead to a nonlinear dependence of the thermal stress on temperature. The
results from MD simulations are shown in Fig. 10b. Assuming zero strain (relative to the ground state) at T¼300 K, the
membrane is subjected to an initial tensile stress of 0.1 N/m. Under the zero strain condition (αs ¼ 0), the stress decreases
slightly as the temperature increases, because the CTE of graphene becomes positive at high temperatures (Fig. 6c). With
αs40, the stress increases with temperature nonlinearly. On the other hand, using the thermomechanical properties of
graphene at 300 K in Eq. (45), the linear prediction (dashed lines) considerably overestimates the stress at high
temperatures (4400 K).
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5. Summary

We present a statistical mechanics analysis and molecular dynamics simulations of monolayer graphene membranes
under a variety of thermomechanical conditions. Comparison between the two approaches highlights significant
anharmonic effects on rippling and thermoelasticity of graphene. The main findings are summarized as follows.
�
 The amplitude of thermal rippling depends nonlinearly on the graphene membrane size due to anharmonic interactions
between bending and stretching modes. Different roughness exponents are predicted for a power-law scaling under zero
stress and zero strain conditions. However, a small positive pre-strain could suppress rippling amplitude considerably
and result in very different scaling behavior.
�
 Negative in-plane thermal expansion of graphene is predicted at relatively low temperatures, with a transition to positive
thermal expansion at high temperatures. The transition is a result of two competing effects: positive thermal expansion
due to in-plane modes and negative expansion due to out-of-plane fluctuation. The latter is suppressed by the
anharmonic effect at high temperatures.
�
 The biaxial stress–strain relation of graphene is generally nonlinear at a finite temperature, even for an infinitesimal
strain. It is found that the tangent biaxial modulus of graphene depends on strain non-monotonically, with strain
stiffening followed by intrinsic softening. With an entropic contribution due to rippling, the elastic modulus of graphene
depends on both temperature and membrane size.
�
 Finally, for a suspended graphene membrane, the ripple amplitude may increase or decrease with increasing
temperature, depending on the coefficient of thermal expansion of the substrate.
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